
. 4

0. The following exemptions are authorized by law, will not present
an undue risk to the public health and safety, and are consistent
with the common defense and security. Therefore, these exemptions
are granted pursuant to 10 CUR 50.12.

; 'Rs (1) fhe facility quires a sched r exemption from 10 FR 50,
Appendix Section III.O.* )(ii). The justifi ain for
this ption is conta4 eed in Section 6.2.5> Supplements
4 an 9 to the Safe5K Evaluation Report. e staff's

Ie iernmental assosment was published April 18, 1985 (5
R 15516). Therifore, pursuant to CFR 50.12(a)(1) and
S0.12(a)(Z) and (iii)., the f ity is exempt from the
ited req i ent and, instead is required to perform th

overall ir lock leak test pressure P before
estab shing containment tegrity if air lock mai enance

.Z6  has een performed tha could affect the air I sealing
c ability. This sc ular exemption expir at startup
Urom the first ref l£ing outage. ,-

(2) The facility was previously granted an exemption from the
criticality monitoring 'requirements of 10 CFR 70.24 (see
Special Nuclear Material License No. SNM-1861 dated
September 5, 1979). The technical justification is
contained in Section 9.1 of Supplement 5 to the Safety
Evaluation Report, and the staff's environmental assessment
was published on April 18, 1985 (50 FR 15516). The facilty
is hereby exempted from the criticality alarm system
provisions of 10 CFR 70.24 so far as this section applies to
the storage of fuel assemblies held under this license.

(3) The facility requires an exemption from 10 CUR 73.Ss(c)(10).
The justification for this exemntion is contained in
Section 13.5.9 of Supplement 15 and 20 to the Safety
Evaluation Report. The staff's environmental assessment was
published on April 25, 1995 (60 FR 20291). Pursuant to 10
CFR 73.5, the facility is exempted from the s tated
implementation schedule of the sur7ace vehicle bomb rule,
and. may implement the same as late as Februarv 17, 19906.

(4) The facility was previously granted an exemption from
certain requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(d)'(5) relating to the
returning of picture badges upon exit from the protected
areas, such that individuals not employed by TVA who are
authorized unescorted access into protected areas can zake
their badges of,^site (see 3: FR z6061, Oecember 22, 1994).
Tne granting of this exemption is hereby afFirmed.

9705120215 970502
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Containment
3.6.1

,SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.1.1 Perform required visual examinations and
leakage rate testing except for containment
air lock testing, in accordance with.- -rn rx .- - . - - I - !1
10 Ed nc 5wt Appendix J.R500 nI It , D
appmdfed apr emptions t

Teleakage rate aeeeptanceeriteriaren s~

statu f11iA t FG-M-^ f44ss- i Ar n ;+-^-

eee dae wit 10 PG X - -as.

leaka44 rato accopt.anco criteiar
- 0.6 L. for the Typo B and Type C tests,

.A
t ^az G ms jcw qt SW V

FREQUENCY

- NOTE
SR 3.0.2 is not

In accordance
with,.- -. - \
.3 - -,
Modifiod b
approved
exemptions-

.I

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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* Containment Air Locks
3.6.2

CIIDVMTI I AMrr DrFniITOFMFNTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.2.1 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. An inoperable air lock door does not

invalidate the previous successful
- performance of the overall air lock

leakage test.

:0a 2. Results shall be evaluated against
acceptance criteria~et-SR 3.6.1.1.in--

J - ---1 - . .1 &L 1 A ^ l r0D A -- AAA -1 .I
-jne- wn -PR vU . ..----

a8 modified by approved exemptions.
-- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

testing art:,

- -.-- 1 l i-4 0--5I hn ge -e a+ i; n nc
-- - - - -a.-.

Md . I -I - -- v ' , I r -_

- w .l I Cn - --- e... .- n-in

FREQUENCY

..- NT ---- =

SR 3.0.2 is net
appl icablc
---------------

In accordance
with 10 CFR ZO,
Appendix 3, as
modified by

cP-3gmpti on:
4ve, \, & vu r

SR 3.6.2.2 ------------------- NOTE--------------------
Only required to be performed upon entry or
exit through the containment air lock.

Verify only one door in the air lock can be 184 days
opened at a time.

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) ._

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.3.8 Verify the combined leakage rate for all
shield building bypass leakage paths is
c 0.25 L. when pressurized to Ž 15.0 psig.

----- NOTE ---=---
,.t -. - .5 A . .

----------------

In accordance

A - -,44y i Y 1 5 I&

wdified by-

.ampprve

vvAoweJN~

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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Proced es, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

5.7 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5.7.2.18 Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP) (continued)

A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concurrent
single failure, a safety function assumed in the accident analysis
cannot be performed. For the purpose of this program, a loss of
safety function may exist when a support system is inoperable,
and:

a. A required system redundant to the system(s) supported by
the inoperable support system is also inoperable; or

b. A required system redundant to the system(s) in turn
supported by the inoperable supported system is also
inoperable; or

c. A required system redundant to the support system(s) for the
supported systems (a) and (b) above is also inoperable.

The SFDP identifies where a loss of safety function exists. If a
loss of safety function is determined to exist by this program,
the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in
which the loss of safety function exists are required to be
entered.

- - .H

IS k4 7 2 #i e )

Watts Bar-Unit 1 5.0- 28



4 PV sop- 8 and Manuals

aS4+Y Se-iaro' a Q. palez- - -

5.5 INTERoS and Manuals

;L 19
/ PriContainment Leakgg Rate Testing Program |

A pI nra shall be estbliashed to implement the leakage rate testing of
the containment as required by 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, Option B, as modified by approved exemptions. This program
shall be In accordance with the guidelines contained In Regulatory Guide
1.163, "Perfornance-Based Containment Leak-Test Program, dated
September 1995," [as pedilcd by th-.. fo ng e ptione

4-

The peak calculated containment internal pressure for the design basis
loss of coolant accident, P., Is l+ .C'S I) Ist

The maximum allowable primary containment leakage rate, L, at P., shall
1. B be of primary containment air weight per day.

Leakage Rate acceptance criteria are:

a. Primary Containment leakage rate acceptance criterion is
< 1.0 L. During the first unit startup following testing in

with this program, the leakage rate acceptance criteria
0.60 La for the Type B and Type C tests and

Type A tests;

b. Air lock testing acceptance criteria are:

1) Overall air lock leakage rate is < 0.5 Lafwhen tested at >
Pa,

2) For each door, leakage rate is < 0.01 Latwhen pressurized
to [> lpsig].

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 do not apply to the test frequencies specified
in the PmoniumyContainment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Primary Containment
' T Leakage Rate Testing Program. v

BWR/4 ffS 5.0:1 7 Oeption IB Modem, 10/31/95



SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

SR 3.0.1 -
(continued)

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintenancetesting is required to declare equipment OPERABLE. Thisincludes ensuring applicable Surveillances are not failedand their most recent performance is in accordance withSR 3.0.2. Post maintenance testing may not be possible inthe current MODE or other specified-conditions in theApplicability due to the necessary unit parameters nothaving been established. In these situations, the equipmentmay be considered OPERABLE'provided testing has beensatisfactorily completed to the extent possible and the.equi'pment-is not otherwise believed'to be incapable ofperforming itsfunctfon. This will allow operation toproceed'to a MODE or'other-specified condition where other.necessary -post maintenance tests can be. completed.

SR 3.0.2 .SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting thespecified Frequency for Surveillances and any RequiredAction-with a Completion Time that requires the periodicperformance of the Required Action on a "once per . . ."
interval.-

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specifiedin the Frequency. This extension facilitates Surveillancescheduling and considers plant operating conditions that maynot be suitable for conducting the Surveillance (e.g.,transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance ormaintenance activities).

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade thereliability that results from performing the"Surveillance atits specified Frequency. This is based on the recognitionthat the most probable result of any particular Surveillancebeing performed is the verification of conformance with theSRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2-are those Surveillances forwhich the 25% extension of the interval specified in theFrequency does not apply. These exceptions are stated inthe individual Specifications-. An oxamplo of whoru SR 3.02-does not apply-i is Suamel nc with a FrAGency of "in-a-ordpncc with 10 CF SG, Appendix J , -a L
apFSrovcd cxcnptions:. The requirements of regulations takeorecedence over the TS.* Th Th cannot in n of thcemrl'-i

ex e d a test tc v l - o i i d i th qu a s; - - - -~ ~

mill A2,.7- os AW ; 4 Asj ; tplex. a C AX . C n

Wattis Bar-Unit 1 ; 3 3-i y £XietZ 4'A
of ilest i4 v 1)o a & baaSe
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

SR 3.0.2
(continued)

Ir

Therefore, there is a Note in the Froquen stn"SR-3-0 2 is net 'pplisTh1 "

As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25% extension also does not applyto the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time thatrequires performance on a "once per ... " basis. The 25%extension applies to each performance after the initialperformance. The initial performance of the RequiredAction, whether it is a particular Surveillance or someother remedial action, is considered a-single action with asingle Completion Time.: One reason for not allowing the 25%extension'to this Completion Time is that such an actionusuaTly verifies that no loss of function has occurred bychecking the status of redundant or diverse components oraccomplishes the function of the inoperable equipment in analternative manner.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be usedrepeatedly merely as an operational convenience to extendSurveillance intervals (other than those consistent withrefueling intervals) or periodic Completion Time intervalsbeyond those specified.

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaringaffected equipment inoperable or an affected variableoutside the specified limits when a Surveillance has notbeen completed within the specified Frequency. A delayperiod of up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specifiedFrequency, whichever is less, applies from the point in timethat it is discovered that the Surveillance has not beenperformed in accordance with SR 3.0.2, and not at the timethat the specified Frequency was not met.

This delay period provides adequate time to completeSurveillances that have been missed. This delay periodpermits the completion of a Surveillance before complyingwith Required Actions or other remedial measures that mightpreclude completion of the Surveillance.

The basis for this delay period includes consideration ofunit conditions, adequate planning, availability ofpersonnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance,the safety significance of the delay in completing the

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit I 3 3.0-12



Containment
B 3.6.1

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1 Containment

BASES

BACKGROUND The containment is a free standing steel pressure vessel
surrounded by a reinforced concrete shield building. The
containment vessel, including all its penetrations, is a low
leakage steel shell- designed to contain the radioactive
material that may be released from the reactor core
following a Design Basis Accident.4DBA). Additionally, the
containment and shield building provide shielding from the
fission products that may be present in the containment .

atmosphere following accident conditions.

The containment vessel is a vertical cylindrical steel
pressure vessel with hemispherical dome and a concrete base
mat with steel membrane. It is completely enclosed by a
reinforced concrete shield building. An annular space
exists between the walls and domes of the steel containment
vessel and the concrete shield building to provide for the
collection, mixing, holdup, and controlled release of
containment out leakage. Ice condenser containments utilizean outer concrete building for shielding and an inner steel
containment for leak tightness.

Containment piping penetration assemblies provide for the
passage of process, service, sampling, and instrumentation
pipelines into the containment vessel while maintaining
containment integrity. The shield building provides
shielding and allows controlled filtered release of the
annulus atmosphere under accident conditions, as well asenvironmental missile protection for the containment vesseland Nuclear Steam Supply System.

The inner steel containment and its penetrations establish
the leakage limiting boundary of the containment.
Maintaining the containment OPERABLE limits the leakage offission product radioactivity from the containment to the
environment. SR 3.6.1.1 leakage rate requirements comply
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 1), as modified by approved
exemptions.

The isolation devices for the penetrations in the
containment boundary are a part of the containment leak
tight barrier. To maintain this leak tight barrier:

(continued)

Watts Bar-UnitB3 B 3.6-1



Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES

BACKGROUND a. All penetrations required to be closed during accident(continued) conditions are either:

1. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automaticcontainment isolation system, or

2. closed by manual valves, blind flanges, orde-activated automatic valves secured in theirclosed positions, except as provided inLCO 3.6.3, "Containment Isolation Valves."

b. Each air lock is OPERABLE, except as provided inLCO 3.6.2, "Containment Air Locks."

c. All equipment hatches are closed.

APPLICABLE The safety design basis for the containment is that theSAFETY ANALYSES containment must withstand the pressures and temperatures ofthe limiting DBA without exceeding the design leakage rates.
The DBAs that result in a challenge to containmentOPERABILITY from high pressures and temperatures are a lossof coolant accident (LOCA), a steam line break (SLB), and arod ejection accident (REA) (Ref. 2). In addition, releaseof significant fission product radioactivity withincontainment can occur from a LOCA or REA. In the DBAanalyses, it is assumed that the containment is OPERABLEsuch that, for the DBAs involving release of fission productradioactivity, release to the environment is'controlled bythe rate of containment leakage. The containment wasdesigned with an allowable leakage rate of 0.25% ofcontainment air weight per day (Ref. 3). This leakage rate,used in the evaluation of offsite doses resulting fromaccidents, is defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix "jRef. 1), asLa: the maximum allowable containment leakage rate at thecalculated peak containment internal pressure (P.) re u4ti9g re\Q&4e-+em1the limitin . The allowable leakage rateaszs 0represented by La forms the basis for the acceptance\Lc criteria imposed on all containment leakage rate testing.La is assumed to be 0.25% per day in the safety analysis atP, = 15.0 psig which bounds the calculated peak containment

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit.1 B 3.6-2



Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

internal pressure resulting from the limiting design basisLOCA (Ref. 3).

Satisfactory leakage rate test results are a requirement forthe establishment of containment OPERABILITY.

The containment satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO Containment OPERABILITY is maintained by limiting leakage to< 1.0 La, except prior to the first startup after performing
r i d leakage test. At this

time F iice TyeBadClakagermust bea -. L- .

Compliance with this L'WTWTF ensWure a cŽoT tment ':configuration, including equipment hatches, that isstructurally sound and that will limit leakage to thoseleakage rates assumed in the safety analysis.

Individual leakage rates specified for the containment airlock (LCO 3.6.2), purge valves with resilient seals, andshield buil.ding containment bypass leakage (LCO 3.6.3) arenot specifically part of the acceptance criteria of10 CFR 50, Appendix J,' Therefore, leakage rates exceedingJB these individual imits only result in the containment being
inoperable when the leakage results in exceeding theacceptance criteria of Appendix Joe

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release ofradioactive material into containment. In MODES 5 and 6,the probability and consequences of these events are reduceddue to the pressure and temperature limitations of theseMODES. Therefore, containment is not required to beOPERABLE in MODE 5 to prevent leakage of radioactive
material from containment. The requirements for containmentduring MODE 6 are addressed in LCO 3.9.4, "Containment
Penetrations."

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit.1 B 3.6-3



0 - Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

In the event containment is inoperable, containment must berestored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. The 1 hourCompletion Time provides a period of time to correct theproblem commensurate with the importance of maintainingcontainment OPERABLE during MODES 1, .2, 3, and 4. This timeperiod also ensures that the probability of an accident(requiring containment OPERABILITY) occurring during periodswhen containment is inoperable is minimal.

B.1 and B.2

If containment cannot be restored to OPERABLE status withinthe required Completion Time, the plant must be brought to aMODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve thisstatus, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowedCompletion Times are reasonable, based on operatingexperience, to reach the required plant conditions from fullpower conditions in an orderly manner and withoutchallenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining the containment OPERABLE requires complianceo awith the visual examinations and leakage rate test

overall Typ AfBa_= rnd A lekg case tht oxce

peroringm a requireden 1f CFR5, Appeondx 3,!F le a tes isrq- atoAs bea cm.64 Los, Failure to meet air lock, shieldabuildng containment bypass leakage path, and purge valvef~oJ Wn2sh~zwith resilient seal leakage limits specified in LCO 3.6.25 y and LCO 3.6.3 does not invalidate the acceptability of theseoverall leakage determinations unless their contribution tooverall Type A, B. and C leakage causes that to exceedlimits. As left leakage prior to the first startup after'performing a ref~ired !; GPR 50, AppeRdix J. leakage test isreqy~~d to be .4 0.6 L. for combined Type B and C leakage,any <.75 ILa 3r overall Type A leakage. At all othertim etween required leakage rate tests, the acceptancecriteria is based on an overall Type A leakage limit ofI 1.0 L,. At -- 1.0 L. the offsite dose consequences arebounded by the assumptions of the safety analysis.

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit. 1 B 3.6-4



Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES

SURVE-ILLANCE SR 3.6.1.1 (continued) ' -u

REQUIREMENTS B > ---- ,
SR Frequencies are as required b
appr3eyd exemptionr. Thus SR 3 0 2 (which allow Frogcncy
-ctens.nias) does not appl-. These periodic testing
requirements verify that the containment leakage rate does
not exceed the leakage rate assumed in the safety analysis.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10,\Cderal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix J~d"Primary Reactor' Containment Leakage
Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors, eri maA^je.
S6=1x 12wifemetlurs' -

2. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.0, "Accident Analysis."

3. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.2, "Containment Systems."

4. ejucz H 1.14G--e 3, ' Pectv Note

Watts Bar-Unit 1 BQ 3 .5- 5



w W Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The DBAs that result in a significant release of radioactiveSAFETY ANALYSES material within containment are a loss of coolant accidentand a rod ejection accident (Ref. 2). In the analysis ofeach of these accidents, it is assumed that containment isOPERABLE such that release of fission products to theenvironment is controlled by the rate of containment(LA) leakaqe. The containment was designed.with an allowableleakage rate of 0.25% of containment air weight per day(Ref. 2). Thi- cakage rate is defined in 10 CFR 50,
ApedxJ ( .lam- 68a - 0. 25X o F eenta inment -a irt we ight- the maximu allowable contaminmnt leakage rate atthe calculated peak. containment 4 flcr-- pressure - -

-- '.a* (Pfi ng A A Paa of 15.0 psig is utilizjed- 'Wih'e- lc td peak containment intern. l- M :. ._ it' Mre r. This allowable leakage rate formsthe basis for the acceptance criteria'imposed on the SRsassociated with the air locks.

The containment air locks satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRCPolicy Statement.

LC V.I elfivse bewad~LCO Each containment air lock for art of the conainmentpressure boundary. As part of containmen the air locksafety function is related to control of the containmentleakage rate resulting from a DBA. Thus, each air lock'sstructural integrity and leak tightness are essential to thesuccessful mitigation of such an event.

Each air lock is required to be OPERABLE. For the air lockto be considered OPERABLE, the air lock interlock mechanismmust be OPERABLE, the air lock must be in compliance withthe Type B air lock leakage test, and both air lock doorsmust be OPERABLE. The interlock allows only one air lockdoor of an air lock to be opened at one time. Thisprovision ensures that a gross breach of containment doesnot exist when containment is required to be OPERABLE.Closure of a single door in each air lock is sufficient toprovide a leak tight barrier following postulated events.Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lockis not being used for normal entry into., ndexit fromcontainment.

(continued)
watts 3ar-Unit l 3; -7



Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES (continued) 
'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining containment air locks OPERABLE requires
compliance with the leakage rate test requirements of10 CFR 50,7 Appendix( j (Rof. 1), a& modifiad by approve'd
eefpti4-e, This SR reflects the leakage rate testing
requirements with regard to air lock leakage (Type B leakagetests). The acceptance criteria were'established during
initial air lock and containment OPERABILITY testing. Theperiodic testing requirements verify that the air lockleakage does not exceed the allowed fraction of the overallcontainment leakage rate. The Frequency is required byAppendi4 1 (Ref. 1), as modified by a-pproe:ed eve-nptiz.
Thus, SR 3.0.- (which allows Froaumney extensiosr) doe not

+p e) tt4%e a C in m enV' LanK" e 7R nio * res 'Pro -'
The SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 states thatan inoperable air lock door does not invalidate the previoussuccessful performance of the overall air lock leakage test.This is considered reasonable since either air lock door iscapable of providing a fission product barrier in the event$ ke 6; of a DBA. Note 2 h4ir b , 4 s4gL thi ; R requir . the*las result to be evaluated against the acceptance criteria t&1- A1.6 4- This ensures that air lock leakage is properlyaccounted for in determining thefevefal4. containment leakagerate. ewnbr T 6a &t J

SR 3.6.2.2
u<;i;^s 'Peee^, .1. Z1. IThe air lock interlock is des e ne us

opening of both doors in a single air lock. Since both theinner and outer doors of an air lock are designed towithstand the maximum expected post accident containment
pressure, closure of either door will support containment
OPERABILITY. Thus, the door interlock feature supportscontainment OPERABILITY while the air lock is being used forpgrsonnel transit in and out of the containment. Periodictesting of this interlock demonstrates that the interlockwill function as designed and that simultaneous opening ofthe inner and outer doors will not inadvertently occur.

(continued)'
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. Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

SR 3.6.2.2 (continued)

Due to the purely mechanical nature of this interlock, and
given that the interlock mechanism is only challenged when
the containment air lock door is opened, this test is only
required to be performed-upon entering or exiting a
containment air lock but is not required more frequently
than every 184 days. The 184 day Frequency is based on
engineering judgment and is considered adequate in view of
other indications of door status available to operations
personnel and because the interlock is only disabled in
MODES 5 and.6.

* r mawv.He
1. Title 10, Code otFeeral Regulations, Part 50,

Appendix J)e"Primary Reactor Containment Leakage
Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors,er $rf%4,na e - Basea.
1ReS&L reien+s .

2. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.0, "Accident Analysis."

Watts Bar-Unit 1 Revision 5
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Con Onment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

isolation time and Frequency of this SR are in accordancewith the Inservice Testing Program or 92 days.

SR 3.6.3.5

For containment purge valves with resilient seals,additional leakage rate testing beyond the test requirements
/ of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, is required to ensure OPERABILITY;

e.. t, *4)) Operating experience has demonstrated that this type of sealhas the potential to degrade in a shorter time period thando other seal types. Based on this observation and theimportance of maintaining this penetration leak tight (dueto the direct path between containment and the environment),a Frequency of 184 days was established as part of the NRCresolution of Generic Issue B-20, "Containment Leakage Dueto Seal Deterioration" (Ref. 3).

Additionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days afteropening the valve. The 92 day Frequency was chosenrecognizing that cycling the valve could introduceadditional seal degradation (beyond that occurring to avalve that has not been opened). Thus, decreasing theinterval (from 184 days) is a prudent measure after a valvehas been opened.

SR 3.6.3.6

Automatic containment isolation valves close on acontainment isolation signal to prevent leakage ofradioactive material from containment following a DBA. ThisSR ensures that each automatic containment isolation valvewill actuate to its isolation position on a containmentisolation signal. This Surveillance is not required forvalves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in therequired position under administrative control. The18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform thisSurveillance under the conditions that apply during a plantoutage and the potential for an unplanned transient if theSurveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit .1 B 3.6-25



Co* nment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

I<> dai C, r-te-,
I ;a; ) be,

C'M' la, d,
kS~nqnsnsz

&S1 Ny
-PCL/ '~

SR 3.6.3.6 (continued)

Operating experience has shown that these components usuallypass this Surveillance when performed at the 18 monthFrequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to beacceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.3.7

Verifying that each 24 inch containment lower compartmentpurge valve is blocked to restrict opening to c 50° isrequired to'ensure that the valves can close under DBAconditions within the times assumed in the analyses ofReferences 1 and 2. If a LOCA occurs,, the purge valves mustclose to maintain containment leakage within the valuesassumed in the accident analysis. At other times when purgevalves are required to be capable of closing (e.g., duringmovement of irradiated fuel assemblies), pressurizationconcerns are not present, thus the purge valves can be fullyopen. The 18 month Frequency is appropriate because theblocking devices are typically removed only during arefueling outage.
SR 3.6.3.8 at R le4 bypss lea k ewa

SR 3.6.3.8 ( A i 15 j*uL+opg

I= ftAX a J4AThis SR ensures that e e eaage ra e ea I-building bypass leakage paths is less than or equal to thespecified leakage rate. This provides assurance that the\assumptions in the safety analysis are met.-rate of cach buna-- leak-dg path i- a5Sumcd to An thc
.... g(leakae through the worse of thetwo isolation valvp . 4lee.the penetration is isolated byuseof one cisa and de-activated automatic valve, closedmanual valve, or blind flange In tii earate of the isolated bypass leakage path is assumed to bethe-actual pathway leakage through the isolation device. Ifboth isolation valves in the penetration are closed, theactual leakage rate is the lesser leakage rate of the two-talves - _________ e e -r - ate f th

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1 B 3'.6-26
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Contoment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLAN
REQUIREMEN

gn zr on 1 9 1+CE SR 3.6.3.8 (continued)
TSJ-

The frequency is required by 10 CFR 50, Appcndix J, asaifd b approved exemptionG and thercforb- thc fregueney
zxtensionA of SR 3.0.2 may not be applid- sinsc the testing
i3 2n Appedix J Typc C tort. This SR simply imposes
additional acceptance criteria. Although not a part of La,

'the Shield Building Bypass leakage path combined leakage
rate is determined using the 10 CFR 50, Appendix J Type B
and C leakage rates for the applicable barriers. / ,.---- .

-~~ w-tp'ron I

REFERENCES 1. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.0, "Accident Analysis.

2. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.2.4.2, "Containment
Isolation System Design," and Table 6.2.4-1,
"Containment Penetrations and Barriers."

.3. Generic Issue 8-20, "Containment.Leakage Due to Seal
Deterioration."
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ATTACHMENT 2

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1
REVISED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES

APPENDIX J, OPTION B

The following is a list of the attached revised pages for the
Technical Specification and Technical Specification Bases:

Operating
3.6-2
3. 6-7
3.6-14
5.0-28
5.0-28a
B 3.0-11
B 3.0-12
B 3.6-1
B 3.6-2
B 3.6-3
B 3.6-4
B 3.6-5
B 3.6-7
B 3.6-12
B 3.6-13
B 3.6-25
B 3.6-26
B 3.6-27

License, Page 4
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C. The following exemptions are authorized by law, will not present
an undue risk to the public health and safety, and are consistent
with the common defense and security. Therefore, these exemptions
are granted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.12.

(1) Deleted

(2) The facility was previously granted an exemption from the
criticality monitoring requirements of 10 CFR 70.24 (see
Special Nuclear Material License No. SNM-1861 dated
September 5, 1979). The technical justification is
contained in Section 9.1 of Supplement 5 to the Safety
Evaluation Report, and the staff's environmental assessment
was published on April 18, 1985 (50 FR 15516). The facilty
is hereby exempted from the criticality alarm system
provisions of 10 CFR 70.24 so far as this section applies to
the storage of fuel.assemblies held under this license.

(3) The facility requires an exemption from 10 CFR 73.55(c)(10).
The justification for this exemption is contained in
-Section 13.6.9 of Supplement 15 and 20 to the Safety
Evaluation Report. The staff's environmental assessment was
published on April 25, 1995 (60 FR 20291). Pursuant to 10
CFR 73.5, the facility is exempted from the stated
implementation schedule of the surface vehicle bomb rule,
and may implement the same as late as February 17, 1996.

(4) The facility was previously granted an exemption from
certain requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(d)(5) relating to the
returning of picture badges upon exit from the protected
areas, such that individuals not employed by TVA who are
authorized unescorted access into protected areas can take
their badges offsite (see 59 FR 66061, December 22, 1994).
The granting of this exemption is hereby affirmed.



Containment
3.6.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.1 Perform required visual examinations and In accordance
leakage rate testing except for containment with the
air lock testing, in accordance with the Containment
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. Leakage Rate

Testing
Program.

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.6-2
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. Containment Air Locks
3.6.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.2.1 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. An inoperable air lock door does not

invalidate the previous successful
performance of the overall air lock
leakage test.

2. Results shall be evaluated against
acceptance criteria applicable to
SR 3.6.1.1.

Perform
testing
Leakage

required air lock leakage rate
in accordance with the Containment
Rate Testing Program.

FREQUENCY

4

In accordance
with the
Containment
Leakage Rate
Testing
Program.

SR 3.6.2.2 ------------------- NOTE--------------------
Only required to be performed upon entry or
exit through the containment air lock.
--------------------------------------------------

Verify only one door in the air lock can be 184 days
opened at a time.

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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0
Containment Isolation Valves

3.6.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.3.8 Verify the combined leakage rate for all In accordance
shield building bypass leakage paths is with the
s 0.25 La when pressurized to 2 15.0 psig. Containment

Leakage Rate
Testing Program

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.6-14



Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

5.7 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5.7.2.18 Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP) (continued)

A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concurrent
single failure, a safety function assumed in the accident analysis
cannot be performed. For the purpose of this program, a loss of
safety function may exist when a support system is inoperable,
and:

a. A required system redundant to the system(s) supported by
the inoperable support system is also inoperable; or

b. A required system redundant to the system(s) in turn
supported by the inoperable supported system is also
inoperable; or

c. A required system redundant to the support system(s) for the
supported systems (a) and (b) above is also inoperable.

The SFDP identifies where a loss of safety function exists. If a
loss of safety function is determined to exist by this program,
the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in
which the loss of safety function exists are required to be
entered.

5.7.2.19 Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program

A program shall be established to implement the leakage rate
testing of the containment as required by 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10
CFR 50 Appendix J, Option B, as modified by approved exemptions.
This program shall be in accordance with the guidelines contained
in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.163, "Performance-Based Containment
Leak-Test Program," dated September 1995.

The peak calculated containment internal pressure for the design
basis loss of coolant accident, Pa, is 15.0 psig.

The maximum allowable containment leakage rate, La, at Pa, is
0.25% of the primary containment air weight per day.

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

5.7 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5.7.2.19 Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (continued)

Leakage rate acceptance criteria are:

a. Containment overall leakage rate acceptance criterion is
•l.O La. During the first unit startup following testing in
accordance with this program, the leakage rate acceptance
criteria are < 0.60 L, for the combined Type B and Type C
tests, and < 0.75 La for Type A tests.

b. Air lock testing acceptance criteria are:

1) Overall air lock leakage rate is < 0.05 La when tested
at > Pa.

2) For each door, leakage rate is < 0.01 La when
pressurized to > 6 psig.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 do not apply to the test frequencies
specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

Watts Bar-Unit 1 5.0-28a



SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

SR 3.0.1
(continued)

SR 3.0.2

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintenance
testing is required to declare equipment OPERABLE. This
includes ensuring applicable Surveillances are not failed
and their most recent performance is in accordance with
SR 3.0.2. Post maintenance testing may not be possible in
the current MODE or other specified conditions in the
Applicability due to the necessary unit parameters not
having been established. In these situations, the equipment
may be considered OPERABLE provided testing has been
satisfactorily completed to the extent possible and the
equipment is not otherwise believed to be incapable of
performing its function. This will allow operation to
proceed to a MODE or other specified condition where other
necessary post maintenance tests can be completed.

SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting the
specified Frequency for Surveillances and any Required
Action with a Completion Time that requires the periodic
performance of the Required Action on a "once per . . ."
interval.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified
in the Frequency. This extension facilitates Surveillance
scheduling and considers plant operating conditions that may
not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance (e.g.,
transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance or
maintenance activities).

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the
reliability that results from performing the Surveillance at
its specified Frequency. This is based on the recognition
that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance
being performed is the verification of conformance with the
SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillances for
which the 25% extension of the interval specified in the
Frequency does not apply. These exceptions are stated in
the individual Specifications. The requirements of
regulations take precedence over the TS. Therefore, when a
test interval is specified in the regulations, the test
interval cannot be extended by the TS, and the surveillance
requirement will include a note in the frequency stating,
"SR 3.0.2 does not apply." An example of an exception when
the test interval is not specified in the regulations, is
the discussion in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

SR 3.0.2
(continued)

Program, that SR 3.0.2 does not apply. This exception is
provided because the program alreadyincludes extension of
test intervals.

As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25% extension also does not apply
to the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time that
requires performance on a "once per ... " basis. The 25%
extension applies to each performance after the initial
performance. The initial performance of the Required
Action, whether it is a particular Surveillance or some
other remedial action, is considered a single action with a
single Completion Time. One reason for not allowing the 25%
extension to this Completion Time is that such an action
usually verifies that no loss of function has occurred by
checking the status of redundant or diverse components or
accomplishes the function of the inoperable equipment in an
alternative manner.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used
repeatedly merely as an operational convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals (other than those consistent with
refueling intervals) or periodic Completion Time intervals
beyond those specified.

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring
affected equipment inoperable or an affected variable
outside the specified limits when a Surveillance has not
been completed within the specified Frequency. A delay
period of up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specified
Frequency, whichever is less, applies from the point in time
that it is discovered that the Surveillance has not been
performed in accordance with SR 3.0.2, and not at the time
that the specified Frequency was not met.

This delay period provides adequate time to complete
Surveillances that have been missed. This delay period
permits the completion of a Surveillance before complying
with Required Actions or other remedial measures that might
preclude completion of the Surveillance.

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of
unit conditions, adequate planning, availability of
personnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance,
the safety significance of the delay in completing the

(continued)
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,l l Containment
B 3.6.1

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1 Containment

BASES

BACKGROUND The containment is a free standing steel pressure vessel
surrounded by a reinforced concrete shield building. The
containment vessel, including all its penetrations, is a low
leakage steel shell designed to contain the radioactive
material that may be released from the reactor core
following a Design Basis Accident (DBA). Additionally, the
containment and shield building provide shielding from the
fission products that may be present in the containment
atmosphere following accident conditions.

The containment vessel is a vertical cylindrical steel
pressure vessel with hemispherical dome and a concrete base
mat with steel membrane. It is completely enclosed by a
reinforced concrete shield building. An annular space
exists between the walls and domes of the steel containment
vessel and the concrete shield building to provide for the
collection, mixing, holdup, and controlled release of
containment out leakage. Ice condenser containments utilize
an outer concrete building for shielding and an inner steel
containment for leak tightness.

Containment piping penetration assemblies provide for the
passage of process, service, sampling, and instrumentation
pipelines into the containment vessel while maintaining
containment integrity. The shield building provides
shielding and allows controlled filtered release of the
annulus atmosphere under accident conditions, as well as
environmental missile protection for the containment vessel
and Nuclear Steam Supply System.

The inner steel containment and its penetrations establish
the leakage limiting boundary of the containment.
Maintaining the containment OPERABLE limits the leakage of
fission product radioactivity from the containment to the
environment. SR 3.6.1.1 leakage rate requirements comply
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B (Ref. 1), as modified
by approved exemptions.

The isolation devices for the penetrations in the
containment boundary are a part of the containment leak
tight barrier. To maintain this leak tight barrier:

(continued)
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N ~ Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES

BACKGROUND a. All penetrations required to be closed during accident
(continued) conditions are either:

1. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic
containment isolation system, or

2. closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or
de-activated automatic valves secured in their
closed positions, except as provided in
LCO 3.6.3, "Containment Isolation Valves."

b. Each air lock is OPERABLE, except as provided in
LCO 3.6.2, "Containment Air Locks."

c. All equipment hatches are closed.

APPLICABLE The safety design basis for the containment is that the
SAFETY ANALYSES containment must withstand the pressures and temperatures of

the limiting DBA without exceeding the design leakage rates.

The DBAs that result in a challenge to containment
OPERABILITY from high pressures and temperatures are a loss'
of coolant accident (LOCA), a steam line break (SLB), and a
rod ejection accident (REA) (Ref. 2). In addition, release
of significant fission product radioactivity within
containment can occur from a LOCA or REA. In the DBA
analyses, it is assumed that the containment is OPERABLE
such that, for the DBAs involving release of fission product
radioactivity, release to the environment is controlled by
the rate of containment leakage. The containment was
designed with an allowable leakage rate of 0.25% of
containment air weight per day (Ref. 3). This leakage rate,
used in the evaluation of offsite doses resulting from
accidents, is defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B
(Ref. 1), as La: the maximum allowable containment leakage
rate at the calculated peak containment internal pressure
(Pa) related to the design basis LOCA. The allowable
leakage rate represented by La forms the basis for the
acceptance criteria imposed on all containment leakage rate
testing. La is assumed to be 0.25% per day in the safety
analysis at Pa = 15.0 psig which bounds the calculated peak
containment internal pressure resulting from the limiting
design basis LOCA (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE Satisfactory leakage rate test results are a requirement for
SAFETY ANALYSES the establishment of containment OPERABILITY.

(continued)
The containment satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO Containment OPERABILITY is maintained by limiting leakage to
:1.0 La, except prior to the first start up after performing
a required Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program leakage
test. At this time, applicable leakage limits must be met.

Compliance with this LCO will ensure a containment
configuration, including equipment hatches, that is
structurally sound and that will limit leakage to those
leakage rates assumed in the safety analysis.

Individual leakage rates specified for the containment air
lock (LCO 3.6.2), purge valves with resilient seals, and
Shield Building containment bypass leakage (LCO 3.6.3) are
not specifically part of the acceptance criteria of
10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B. Therefore, leakage rates
exceeding these individual limits only result in the
containment being inoperable when the leakage results in
exceeding the acceptance criteria of Appendix J, Option B.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material into containment. In MODES 5 and 6,
the probability and consequences of these events are reduced
due to the pressure and temperature limitations of these
MODES. Therefore, containment is not required to be
OPERABLE in MODE 5 to prevent leakage of radioactive
material from containment. The requirements for containment
during MODE 6 are addressed in LCO 3.9.4, "Containment
Penetrations."

(continued)
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Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

In the event containment is inoperable, containment must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. The 1 hour
Completion Time provides a period of time to correct the
problem commensurate with the importance of maintaining
containment OPERABLE during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. This time
period also ensures that the probability of an accident
(requiring containment OPERABILITY) occurring during periods
when containment is inoperable is minimal.

B.1 and B.2

If containment cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within
the.required Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply.. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
6 hours and-to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining the containment OPERABLE requires compliance
with the visual examinations and leakage rate test
requirements of the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program. Failure to meet air lock, Shield Building
containment bypass leakage path, and purge valve with
resilient seal leakage limits specified in LCO 3.6.2
and LCO 3.6.3 does not invalidate the acceptability of these
overall leakage determinations unless their contribution to
overall Type A, B, and C leakage causes that to exceed
limits. As left leakage prior to the first startup after
performing a required leakage test is required to be < 0.6
La for combined Type B and C leakage and < 0.75 La for
overall Type A leakage. At all other times between required
leakage rate tests, the acceptance criteria is based on an
overall Type A leakage limit of •1.0 La. At •1.0 La the
offsite dose consequences are bounded by the assumptions of
the safety analysis.

(continued)
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Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

SR Frequencies are as required by the Containment Leakage
Rate Testing Program. These periodic testing requirements
verify that the containment leakage rate does not exceed the
leakage rate assumed in the safety analysis.

I

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix J, Option B, "Primary Reactor Containment
Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors -

Performance-Based Requirements."

2. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.0, "Accident Analysis."

3. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.2, "Containment Systems."

4. Regulatory Guide 1.163, "Performance-Based Containment
Leak-Test Program," September 1995.

Watts Bar-Unit 1 B 3.6-5



. Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO

The DBAs that result in a significant release of radioactive
material within containment are a loss of coolant accident
and a rod ejection accident (Ref. 2). In the analysis of
each of these accidents, it is assumed that containment is
OPERABLE such that release of fission products to the
environment is controlled by the rate of containment
leakage. The containment was designed with an allowable
leakage rate (La) of 0.25% of containment air weight per day
(Ref. 2), at the calculated peak containment pressure of
15.0 psig. This allowable leakage rate forms the basis for
the acceptance criteria imposed on the SRs associated with
the air locks.

The containment air locks satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

Each containment air lock forms part of the containment
pressure boundary. As part of the containment pressure
boundary, the air lock safety function is related to control
of the containment leakage rate resulting from a DBA. Thus,
each air lock's structural integrity and leak tightness are
essential to the successful mitigation of such an event.

Each air lock is required to be OPERABLE. For the air lock
to be considered OPERABLE, the air lock interlock mechanism
must be OPERABLE, the air lock must be in compliance with
the Type B air lock leakage test, and both air lock doors
must be OPERABLE. The interlock allows only one air lock
door of an air lock to be opened at one time. This
provision ensures that a gross breach of containment does
not exist when containment is required to be OPERABLE.
Closure of a single door in each air lock is sufficient to
provide a leak tight barrier following postulated events.
Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lock
is not being used for normal entry into and exit from
containment.

(continued)
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining containment air locks OPERABLE requires
compliance with the leakage rate test requirements of the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. This SR reflects
the leakage rate testing requirements with regard to air
lock leakage (Type B leakage tests). The acceptance
criteria were established during initial air lock and
containment OPERABILITY testing. The periodic testing
requirements verify that the air lock leakage does not
exceed the allowed fraction of the overall containment
leakage rate. The Frequency is required by the Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

The SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 states that
an inoperable air lock door does not invalidate the previous
successful performance of the overall air lock leakage test.
This is considered reasonable since either air lock door is
capable of providing a fission product barrier in the event
of a DBA. Note 2 requires the results of the air lock
leakage tests to be evaluated against the acceptance
criteria of the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program,
5.7.2.19. This ensures that air lock leakage is properly
accounted for in determining the combined Type B and C
containment leakage rate.

SR 3.6.2.2

The air lock interlock is designed to prevent simultaneous
opening of both doors in a single air lock. Since both the
inner and outer doors of an air lock are designed to
withstand the maximum expected post accident containment
pressure, closure of either door will support containment
OPERABILITY., Thus, the door interlock feature supports
containment OPERABILITY while the air lock is being used for
personnel transit in and out of the containment. Periodic
testing of this interlock demonstrates that the interlock
will function as designed and that simultaneous opening of
the inner and outer doors will not inadvertently occur.

(continued)
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. Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.2.2 (continued)

Due to the purely mechanical nature of this interlock, and
given that the interlock mechanism is only challenged when
the containment air lock door is opened, this test is only
required to be performed upon entering or exiting a
containment air lock but is not required more frequently
than every 184 days. The 184 day Frequency is based on
engineering judgment and is considered adequate in view of
other indications of door status available to operations
personnel and because the interlock is only disabled in
MODES 5 and 6.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix J, Option B, "Primary Reactor Containment
Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors -
Performance-Based Requirements."

2. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.0, "Accident Analysis."

Watts Bar-Unit 1 B 3.6-13



Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

isolation time and Frequency of this SR are in accordance
with the Inservice Testing Program or 92 days.

SR 3.6.3.5

For containment purge valves with resilient seals,
additional leakage rate testing beyond the test requirements
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B (Ref. 4), is required to
ensure OPERABILITY.

Operating experience has demonstrated that this type of seal
has the potential to degrade in a shorter time period than
do other seal types. Based on this observation and the
importance of maintaining this penetration leak tight (due
to the direct path between containment and the environment),
a Frequency of 184 days was established as part of the NRC
resolution of Generic Issue B-20, "Containment Leakage Due
to Seal Deterioration" (Ref. 3).

Additionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days after
opening the valve. The 92 day Frequency was chosen
recognizing that cycling the valve could introduce
additional seal degradation (beyond that occurring to a
valve that has not been opened). Thus, decreasing the'
interval (from 184 days) is a prudent measure after a valve
has been opened.

SR 3.6.3.6

Automatic containment isolation valves close on a
containment isolation signal to prevent leakage of
radioactive material from containment following a DBA. This
SR ensures that each automatic containment isolation valve
will actuate to its isolation position on a containment
isolation signal. This Surveillance is not required for
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the
required position under administrative control. The
18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.6 (continued)
REQU IREMENTS

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass this Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.3.7

Verifying that each 24 inch containment lower compartment
purge valve is blocked to restrict opening to • 50° is
required to ensure that the valves can close under DBA
conditions within the times assumed in the analyses of
References 1 and 2. If a LOCA occurs, the purge valves must
close to maintain containment leakage within the values
assumed in the accident analysis. At other times when purge
valves are required to be capable of closing (e.g., during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies), pressurization
concerns are not present, thus the purge valves can be fully
open. The 18 month Frequency is appropriate because the
blocking devices are typically removed only during a
refueling outage.

SR 3.6.3.8

This SR ensures that the combined leakage rate of all Shield
Building bypass leakage paths is less than or equal to the
specified leakage rate. This provides assurance that the
assumptions in the safety analysis are met. The as-left
bypass leakage rate prior to the first startup after
performing a required leakage test, requires a calculation
using maximum pathway leakage (leakage through the worse of
the two isolation valves). If the penetration is isolated
by use of one closed and de-activated automatic valve,
closed manual valve, or blind flange, then the leakage rate
of the isolated bypass leakage path is assumed to be the
actual pathway leakage through the isolation device. If
both isolation valves in the penetration are closed, the
actual leakage rate is the lesser leakage rate of the two
valves. At all other times the leakage rate will be
calculated using minimum pathway leakage.

(continued)
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06 Con ainment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.8 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The frequency is required by the Containment Leakage Rate
Testing Program. This SR simply imposes additional
acceptance criteria. Although not a part of La, the Shield
Building bypass leakage path combined leakage rate is
determined using the 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B, Type B
and C leakage rates for the applicable barriers.

REFERENCES 1. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.0, "Accident Analysis."

2. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.2.4.2, "Containment
Isolation System Design," and Table 6.2.4-1,
"Containment Penetrations and Barriers."

3. Generic Issue B-20, "Containment Leakage Due to Seal
Deterioration."

4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix J, Option B, "Primary Reactor Containment
Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors -
Performance-Based Requirements."
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